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Extension Master Gardener Volunteers Enhance Horticulture Program Effectiveness
The Situation

Outcomes

The demand for horticulture information often
exceeds the ability of an individual agent from KState Research and Extension to meet client needs.

Extension Master Gardeners must donate at least 40
hours during their first year. After that, EMGs must
continue volunteering to retain their Master
Gardener status. In 2012, EMGs went well beyond
the minimum, with an average of more than 80 hours
each. During 2012, 1,165 EMGs donated a total of
94,136 hours for a total value of $1.7 million.

What We Did
The Extension Master Gardener program provides
in-depth horticulture training in exchange for
volunteer time. Training includes 12 core curriculum
areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant Growth/Development
Soil/Water/Fertilizer
Vegetables
Fruit
Turfgrass
Flowers
Indoor Plants
Diseases
Insects
Landscape Maintenance
Pesticide Use and Safety
Woody and Grassy Ornamentals

Extension Master Gardeners (EMGs) provide
information through a number of activities,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Response lines
Demonstration gardens
Garden shows
Public presentations
Garden tours
Community events
Vegetable research trials

Each unit tailors its activities to the specific needs
of the local population. Not all EMG programs
incorporate all the activities mentioned, and many
include additional programs. The keys to a
successful program are adequate training and an
atmosphere that encourages volunteering.

Some local units require that Master Gardeners staff
a horticulture hotline during the growing season.
Mentors are on hand to back up and encourage new
EMGs as they answer questions. Some counties host
garden tours to demonstrate proper horticultural
practices. In 2012 the Sedgwick County garden tour
consisted of six home landscapes and a demonstration
garden to show how adapted plants and gardening
techniques save water and are environmentally
friendly. More than 1,200 people attended the May
tour.

Success Stories
Participants offered these comments at an EMG
Pesticide Label Training Class:
“This class will be a life-changing experience, as I
didn´t realize so much important information was
contained on the label. I used to read only the front
placard on the product container.”
“I had never read an entire product label, so I never
used the herbicides safely or effectively. I will quit
wearing flip flops and shorts when spraying, I will
clean out my sprayers appropriately, and I will read
labels.”
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